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News
A letter to our readers...

THANK YOU
to the Missoula community and
our lovely 2015-2016 sponsors:

Willard Wire is a completely student-run paper based on freedom of
expression and opinion. Unlike the other high schools in Missoula, we
do not receive any funding from the school district, which means we
are funded entirely by advertisements. This limits what we can do with
our paper but also gives us the freedom to write what you (the readers)
would like to hear.
Our paper is sponsored by and delivered to local coﬀee shops, grocery
stores, schools, and businesses all around Missoula. If you are intersted
in purchasing an advertisement from us, you can contact us at (406)
728-2400 X4761 or at willardwire@gmail.com. If you’d like to, you could
also come to us directly at 901 South 6th Street West, room 28.
The ethic of the Willard Wire is one of inherent integrity due to our
independent journalistic nature. Fight censorship and help support
our right to free speech, expression, and full liberty of the press.

- Willard Wire

Dollar Rent A Car
Audience Award
Ear Candy
Blue Dragonﬂy
Joseph’s Coat
Mackenzie River Pizza Co.
Jeanette Rankin Peace Center
Home Resource
Farrside Sign
Rockin’ Rudy’s
Shakespeare & Co.
The Crystal Limit
Pet Nebula
UpCycled
Good Food Store
Storm Cloud Vapors
ZooTown Arts Community
Center (ZACC)
Alateen

PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN LAWRENCE
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uperficial Guide to ISIL
by Caleb Tutty
of the Willard Wire

An abbreviated history to help understand ISIL and their goals/beliefs

ISIL began in April 2013 as a group
of individuals with philosophical differences in Al Qaeda. Their primary
goal is to create a global caliphate,
which is a form of Islamic government led by a Caliph considered to be
a political and religious descendant
of Muhammad. Sharia Law is the law
system in a caliphate and it is loosely
derived from the Qur’an and Hadith.

Now: ISIL is known for brutal
group killings, public executions,
crucifixions, and other such
recorded slaughterings. Social
media is used to promote reactionary politics and religious
fundamentalism. They control
34,000 square miles in Syria and
Iraq. They are currently led by
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and are
based in Syria.

On 26 June 2015, ISIL attacks occurred
in France, Kuwait, Syria, Somalia, and
Tunisia, one day following a deadly
massacre in Syria. The attacks were
dubbed “Bloody Friday” by international
media, though not nearly as publicized
as the recent attacks in France. Over 400
people were murdered in the attacks
compared to the 130 in the Paris attacks.
Why wasn’t Bloody Friday publicized as
extensively as the Paris attacks? The Paris
attacks were far more politically centered, whereas Bloody Friday was simply
focused on terrorizing the public.

Currently, ISIL has claimed to target 23
American states; Washington, Texas, Indiana,
Michigan, Connecticut, Nevada, Georgia,
Maryland, Arizona, Louisiana, South and
North Carolina, Virginia, Colorado, California, New Mexico, North and South Dakota,
Florida, Nebraska, Illinois, Rhode Island, and
Idaho. It is unknown how or when ISIL plans
to attack these states and the reasons these
states were chosen is unclear, though 20 of the
23 targeted states either have nuclear power
plants, nuclear weapon storage or development labs, or are going to be accepting Syrian
refugees this year.

November 13 2015, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL) led a series of attacks on
Paris, France killing 130 people.
These attacks were coordinated
as a result of France’s aggressive
airstrikes on ISIL targets in Syria
and Iraq.
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efending Innocence
by Aurora Staggs
of the Willard Wire

Tara Walker Lyons is creating a safer tomorrow for children facing sexual abuse
There are few things as universally detested as child sexual abuse. Yet, surprisingly little is
being done in the way of prevention or education on the subject. Tara Walker Lyons, a Hamilton
woman, has committed herself to rectifying this. From speaking to a panel of inmates guilty of sexually abusing children to creating a video about her personal experience as a survivor, she continues
to use her story as a tool in impacting change. The long lasting eﬀects of childhood sexual trauma are
numerous. As Lyons often addresses in her advocacy, survivors are at a greater risk of succumbing to
substance abuse and suicide. There is now talk of Lyons working with state legislators to instate Erin’s
Law in Montana. Erin’s Law is a bill that requires public schools to educate students as well as staﬀ
about tactics to recognize child sexual abuse and support abused children. There are six states that
have not introduced Erin’s Law yet, including Montana. “No one ever said that talking about it could
save you,” Lyons said in an interview with The Missoulian. If the legislation is successful, children in
Montana will know how to be saved.

TARA WALKER LYONS, Photo Credit: The
Missoulian
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K Gangs Expand Their Market
by Lance Jones
of the Willard Wire

Is the UK’s new preventitive method preventing or perpetuating gang violence?

Criminal gangs in London have been looking to expand their drug
market to the surrounding towns and countryside. Young children, most
under the age of thirteen, are being used as mules by these organized
gangs. These children are described as “runners,” because they are most
known for “running” guns and drugs for higher ranked gang members
referred to as “elders.” The Southeast regional crime unit noticed the rise
in gang members and supply lines running to the surrounding area. The
problem is that this is not occurring in just the Southeast region but the
country as a whole. The gangs are working hard to expand their drug
market as widely as possible but without the risk. This is the reason for
the multiple recruitments of young children throughout the London area.
Many of these children are coerced into joining the gang promised several rewards and profit, but these children are often severely abused both
physically and sexually. Many parents and guardians are concerned about
their children’s safety as well as their own. The police force did a mapping
of all the possible gang-associated children and their families. Then these
families relocated in towns such as Dartford and Gravesend. London
counsels are worried about putting large numbers of people associated

with gang activity all together, because it would be much easier to start
gangs in the new area. They believe they are prepared and “alive to the
risk,” but unfortunately, numbers of criminal gang members are rising
dramatically, making it harder for oﬃcials to keep the situation under
control.
More recently, the government has changed tactics and oﬀers help
to the young people involved in gang activity. They are willing to help the
children and families as much as needed, but if the child does not want
to exit the gang, the full extent of the law will be used. Although little
was being done to prevent the economic conditions for the drug market,
the government thought they had a gang strategy, and even started the
“troubled families program.” However, when poverty began to increase,
they wanted nothing to do with it. Soon enough government oﬃcials and
authorities began to remove themselves from their communities, leaving
groups of “troubled people,” as Alexandra Topping called them, to fend
for themselves. Hopefully the UK can tackle this problem without it perpetuating growth in gang activity.

BRITISH GANG, Photo Credit: Getty Images

